Our society has in these years carefully selected its products for digital planetariums and thanks to the idea to be able to offer always the best products to our customers, we are now glad to present the best inflatable domes on market, the Go-Domes.

Go-Domes can offer more models, exclusive features and quality than every other brand of domes. Go-Domes are available in 84 different types, dimensions from 4 meters to 10 meters and different heights. The most important features that you can find exclusively on Go-Domes are:

- **Air-Lock** for minimum air loss and light block.
- Domes available as standard or ring type
- High quality surface for projection
- Safe in all conditions, compatible with CE and REI laws

Go-Domes can be purchased with standard cloth or with Ultralight cloth, for weight save. External color can be chosen from black to blue without price changes. Internally domes has a light neutral grey color to assure the best color rendition and contrast. All cloths are very special to guarantee the best strength, quality and internal projection.
INFLATABLE RING GO-DOMES

- **AIR-LOCK DOOR with TWO admittances which permits**
  1) the perfect dome inflation also during the entry/exit of public (very low air loss)
  2) entry/exit of public during the show without light entering
  3) easy entry also for wheelchair
  4) easy entry for adults
  5) perfect indoor surface for quality projection

- **RINGS which permit**
  1) to raise the dome to project the show above the head of public even if public is on chair or stand up
  2) to give more rigidity to the dome and maintain a perfect circular shape

- **INLET AND OUTLET VENTS**
  1) inflate the dome uniformly
  2) manual operated outlets let you decide the pressure inside the dome and air circulation
  3) give air circulation to maintain perfect temperature and humidity also giving fresh air

- **PROJECTION SURFACE** has soft light grey matte cloth finish for perfect contrast, brightness, sharpness and color saturation and minimizes echo.
The polyester-cotton cloth never frays and is extremely wrinkle-resistant, even after repeated folding.

Two different cloth:
1) standard
2) new Ultralight cloth (less 30% weight)

All Go-Domes has certification for CE and Fire Retardancy.

Skypoint is exclusive distributor
INFLATABLE STANDARD GO-DOMES

RING GO-DOMES HAS THESE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES:

- **AIR-LOCK DOOR with TWO admittances which permits**
  1) the perfect dome inflation also during the entry/exit of public (very low air loss)
  2) entry/exit of public during the show without light entering
  3) easy entry also for wheelchair
  4) easy entry for adults
  5) perfect indoor surface for quality projection

- **INLET AND OUTLET VENTS**
  1) inflate the dome uniformly
  2) self-regulated outlet vents in the front, which open up for through-circulation when the dome is fully inflated and automatically close if the dome loses air when a group exits
  3) give air circulation to maintain perfect temperature and humidity also giving fresh air

- **PROJECTION SURFACE** has soft light grey matte cloth finish for perfect contrast, brightness, sharpness and color saturation and minor
  The polyester-cotton cloth never frays and is extremely wrinkle-resistant, even after repeated folding.

- **EMERGENCY HANDLES**: if needed the operator can easy take down the dome in 5 seconds just pulling the two handles

Two different cloth:
1) standard
2) new Ultralight cloth (less 30% weight)

All Go-Domes has certification for CE and Fire Retardancy.

Skypoint is exclusive distributor